is not entirely congruent with the current domain-based definition of microorganisms, as it includes, in 'eukaryotes', microorganisms that are classified in other domains by ribosomal analysis. Moreover, the current eukaryotes have a late origin compared to bacteria because they contain mitochondrial genes, which mostly originated from α-proteobacteria [9, 10] . Moreover, the definition of eukaryotes based on the ribosome depends on the ribosome selected. The classification based on the ribosome of the chloroplasts of plants leads to a reclassification of plants among the cyanobacteria [10] . Finally, in the genomic era, it has become obvious that organisms are genetic chimeras rather than homogeneous and that the 'tree of life' is the tree of the 16S rDNA gene rather than that of the organisms [11, 12] . Therefore, a classification into three domains based on the ribosome can in no way represent a complete definition of microorganisms.
The arrival of Mimivirus in the field of microbiology has not ceased to raise issues [13] . For a long time, this virus was mistaken for a Gram-positive bacterium because of its size and its Gram staining properties, making it look like a small bacterium [2] ( fig. 1 ). Only the negativ- ity of tests performed with the 16S rDNA 'universal' amplification tool led to the consideration that it was something else [14] . This finding was parallel to the discovery of a core set of genes common to large DNA viruses [15] . Finally, the subsequent stages of discoveries revealed that these large viruses had a common core set of genes, highlighting a common phylogenetic origin [16] , associated with a specific genomic content, distinguishing them from the already defined three domains of life. Indeed, based on the banks of orthologous genes encoding information, we are able to cluster four groups of microbes: (i) Megavirales, (ii) Eukarya, (iii) Bacteria, and (iv) Archaea [3, 17] . Moreover, the analysis of certain genes, such as RNA polymerase B, and more generally [18] the analysis of the proteomes of large viruses, led to clustering them and highlighted an ancestral origin of some genes at the same level as that of the three domains defined by ribosomal analysis [19, 20] . When we merged the COG data banks (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) from viruses with that of Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya retaining informational genes, we observed that the four groups clustered independently ( fig. 2 ) [17] . In addition, as in all microorganisms, the Megavirales contain genes imported from their hosts or from their neighbors when they infect a multi-infected cell, such as a phagocytic protist [21] . Finally, they have their own mobilome, including parasite viruses, the virophages [22] , and the equivalent of transposons, the transpovirons [23] . Thus, as is the case for Bacteria and Archaea, they present a core genome, a mobilome, and imported sequences. The proportion of imported sequences is, as it happens, poor [24] . Most genes found in viruses are considered orphan genes [25] . The existence of these viruses is irreducible; it is a biological fact, and facts are 'stubborn'. We need to reflect on their position in the new world of microbiology. When comparing their genome content to that of microbes of an equivalent size, the only major difference concerns the translation apparatus and, more particularly, the ribosome [4] . It is not reasonable to exclude a microbe from the classification of microorganisms (in the etymological sense) because it does not contain a ribosome or because it is a parasite (as are some Bacteria, Archae, and Eukarya). Moreover, it appears that the greatest gene diversity on the surface of the earth originates from viruses. A classification of living beings that neglects 70% of the genetic information on earth does not seem reasonable [26] .
I have suggested the existence of a fourth domain, but this raises issues [2, 18] because so far the domains have been defined based on the ribosome, which is absent from these viruses. Megavirales are undeniably microbes and are visible under the optical microscope [27] , and I, therefore, suggest letting go of the classification based on three domains and adopt a classification scheme based on four items. Historically, this would follow the successive classification systems, which in the past contained one (the microbes), two (prokaryote/eukaryote), and three items (Eukarya/Bacteria/Archaea). Thus, the new fourth item could be named TRUC. TRUC, which is French for 'stuff' (the acronym for Things Resisting Uncompleted Classifications), would include four microbiological items: Megavirales (and perhaps other large DNA viruses), Bacteria, Eukaryotes, and Archaea. Whatever one thinks of this new classification, whatever the violent reactions against this definition, giant viruses will remain. Nothing will prevent their reclassification in the world of microbiology. Ignoring their existence will prove impossible, all the more because sequences of these viruses are found everywhere in the water, in humans, and in soil, even though they have been neglected by many studies due to the common theory before the discovery of Mimivirus that 0.2-μm filtration allows us to collect the entire world of viruses [28] .
